Visible Ally

What is an ally?

Privilege List

LGB 101 Learning Outcomes

Participants will gain an understanding of what it means to be an LGBTQ ally.

Participants will gain an understanding of heterosexual and cis-gender privilege.

Participants will learn how to create a safe zone.

NOTES:
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**Scenarios**

**What to do if..?**

You hear someone using a slur against LGBTQ people?

Someone comes and asks to sit in your office for a few minutes because they saw your Safe Zone sign?

Others ask about your sexual orientation or identity because they saw your sign? What if they ask about someone else’s?

A student or coworker comes out to you?

---

**Resources**

Rainbow Resource Center               Wyoming Union 106
University Counseling Center          Knight Hall 341
Counselor Education Training Clinic   307-766-6820
The Trevor Project                    www.thetrevorproject.org

---

**Techniques for Confronting Homophobia, Biphobia, and Transphobia:**